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tAN A SOUND CONCEPTUAL BASE be estab-
51^ed supports the use of leading and lagging
ihtteeatbrs in ̂ e practice of safety? Does use of the
terms add substance and value to the work of SH&E

professionals? A literature review was conducted in
an effort to answer these important questions. The
process led to an article reporting that Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) researchers had devel
oped measures to predict performance of complex
systems (Gaseau, 2007). That article became influential in the author's thmking about leading indicators.

Taking a cue from the financial world, MTT
researchers along with experts in industry and
government have developed a list of 13 measures that engineers can use to predict how well
a system or a project will perform before it is
even finished. Known as leading indicators,
analogous measures are regularly used by
economists, investors and businesses to help
predict the economy's performance.
The procedure requires that statistical perform

ance measures be applied to the elements in the sys
tem and that predictions be made of

, P.E., CSP, is "how well a system or a project will per-
ed, which he form." In other uses of tiie term leading
rom Marsh & indicators, it was also found that numer-
: a manaaina ical measures are established to assess

director and manager of M&M whether the goals to be achieved by
Protection Consultants. A weli-known applying the leading indicators are met.
author and ASSE Fellow, his pubiica- Significantly, the MIT researchers

tions include Advanced Safety Manage- acknowledged that the measurement
ment: Focusing on Z10 and Serious system they created was based on tech-

Injury Prevention, On the Practice of niques used in the financial world. The
Safety and Heinrich Revisited: Truisms MTT document prompted a journey of

or Myths. Manuele is a professional inquiry into the financial field. Eco-
member of ASSE's Northeastern Illinois nomics-related literature on leading
Chapter. He is a former board member and lagging indicators is abundant, as

of ASSE, BCSP and NSC. the following definitions reflect.
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D e fi n i t i o n s F r o m t h e E c o n o m i c s F i e l d
Leading Indicators

As defined by Answers.com, a leading indicator
is a measurable economic factor that changes before
the economy starts to follow a particular pattern
or trend. Leading indicators are used to predict
changes in the economy, but are not always accurate.

As defined by About.com, a leading indicator is
an economic measure that changes before the econ
omy does. Changes in leading indicators may predict the course the economy is to take in the ̂ ture,
although not with great accuracy.

Examples of leading indicators include trending
(e.g., increases, decreases, stasis—state of no change)
with respect to the production work week, building
permits, unemployment insurance claims, the
money supply, inventory changes and stock prices.
Lagging Indicator

As defined by About.com, a lagging indicator is a
measure that only changes after the economy has
changed. It is of little use in looking ahead. However,
lagging indicators are helpful in confirming a trend.

As defined by lnvestorWords.com, a lagging
indicator is an economic indicator that changes after
the overall economy has changed.

Examples include the unemployment rate, labor
costs, business spending, the prime rate, outstand
ing bank loans and inventory book value.

O b s e r v a t i o n s t o T h i s P o i n t
Based on this information, several observations

are made with respect to leading indicators:
•Per t inent measurab le ac t iv i t ies are se lec ted for

o b s e r v a t i o n .
•Statistical trends are recorded and analyzed.
•Predictions are made of future performance

before the performance changes occur.
•Forecasts may not be accurate.



ty coordinators. Choose group members who can every 1 or 2 years. Alternatively, large companies
communicate with each other and work together, may survey different locations or departments on a
and select a group leader who can keep discussions rotating schedule.
on target. Larger companies may find it beneficial to
set up multiple focus groups, each dealing with sur- Conclusion
vey data sp̂ dfic to a given location or area. Employee opinions and perceptions play a key

Alternatively, employees can be invited to provide role in any organization's success. As companies rec-
feedback through the company intranet or website, ognize that their stakeholders have solutions to
This input can then be used to further qualify survey many issues, they are seeing the value of soliciting
comments. This approach achieves the same end as opinions and perceptions from employees, cus-
focus groups without the cost of holding meetings, tomers and constituents.
However, it requires one or mote dedicated comput- Safety is no different. Many factors that affect
ers that employees can use to respond anonjnnously quality, productivity and service also affect safety. A
to focus questions. Employee time will also need to safety perception survey is a key tool for under-
be made available for the activity. This approach is standing these factors. Too often, a company can be
cost-effective and nonthreatening. However, if lulled by its measurement systems into thinking its
employees are allowed to volunteer for this role, safety systems are fine, only to experience a cata-
those who come forward may have an agenda other strophic event.
than corporate improvement. Therefore, participants To make a workplace safe, management must
should be selected at random and allowed to provide know what employees are thinking, ff the culture
further information on company time. fosters unsafe behaviors and procedural shortcuts, a

perception survey will help uncover why. If the cul-Sfep 8: Feedback ture influences employees to work safely even when
After the survey is administered, employees will the boss is not around, a survey can help to maintain

want to know the results. Avoid overwhelming them this high level of safety.
with reams of detailed findings that can lead to mis- Can anyone really conduct a perception survey?
interpretation. For example, if workers read detail in yes. Based on the author's experience, by followingthe report ffiat implies management is lacking in the steps outlined, an organization can use a safety
involvement, they could conclude that a manager is perception survey to evolve more positive safety
not involved or comrmtted to employee safety and perceptions and create more positive safety attitudes
health. However, what if that manager scored high in ^nd behavior. Uncover the issues and solutions, act
other areas of commitment, such as in conducting on that knowledge and a world-class safety system
investigations? S/he could stand wrongly accused. is within reach for any company. ■

Instead, provide an easy-to-understand summa
ry and indicate tiiat tiie full report is available on References
request. If an employee asks to review the full report. Bailey, C & Petersen, D. (1989, Feb.). Using perception sur-the surveyor may want to guide this individual veys to assess safety system effectiveness. Pro/̂ /ona/34(2),
th rough the da ta . Ano the r e f fec t i ve means o f com- n . a » c i . n ,m^a \ u . j .. , . , , . D i l l m a n , D . A . & S a l a n t P . ( 1 9 9 4 ) . H o i w t o c o n d u c f y o w r o i w i
mumcatmg survey results is to release a short s„n«y. New York John Wiley & Sons inc.
newsletter outlining key strengths, opportunities for Johnson, D. (2003, Oct. 3). Perception is reality. ISHN E-News,
i m p r o v e m e n t a n d a c t i o n s t e p s . ^ 0 ( 2 ) -

Through whatever means possible, keep employ- „,,„̂New'York̂Fî  Corporate culture and perform-ees up-to-date on the actions that the company is """Mâdorf, k (1999!̂y). Organizational cidtme and safety
taking or planning to take in response to the results, performance. Occupational Hazards, 61(5), 109-112.
And action must be taken. Experience has shown Molenaar, K., Brown, H., Caile, S., et al. (2002, July). Corpo-
that conducting a safety perception survey creates a rate culture: A study of outstanding construction safe-

, .0 . , .1 /5 . „ £ u T t iy. Pro fess iona l Safe ty, 47{7) , 18-27.strong expectation that action wlU follow. Em- pieKen, 0.(2000, Jan.). Safety managaneat 2000: Our
ployees take the survey senously and expect to see strengths and weaknesses. Professional Safity, 45(1), 16-19.
results. If they are disappointed, it may be difficult to Petersen, D. (2003). Techniques of safety nuinagement (4th ed.).
get their cooperation on future surveys or on other Plaines, IL: j^E.IhM initiaf es. Employees wUl feel disUltisioned
a n d b e t r a y e d . j o s s e y - B a s s .

Ryan, D. (2001, Fall). Measuring your health and safety trran-
S t e p 9 : R e e v a l u a t e a g e m e n t s y s t e m . C S S E C o n t a c t .

The safety perception survey yields information Ryan, D. (2002, Wmter). Corporate safety culture: A determi-
about a company's SH&E management system that

r T T i u R y a n , D . ( 2 0 0 6 , S p n n g / S u m m e r ) . T h e m i s s m g p i e c e o f t h eOther measures do not. Unless a company has occupational health ird ̂ fety puzzle. CSSE Conted.
already achieved safety excellence, the perception Shaw, A. (1998). Moving to the new way of measuring OHS
survey will likely reveal many improvement oppor- performance. Sydney, NSW: NSW Minerals Council,
tunities. It can often take a company more than a year Sheppard, A. (2001, Sept.). The perception survey: Measuring
to plan and execute aU of its responses to the sufvey
Endings. Therefore, such a survey should not be con- Stewart, J.M. (1999). Mamging for world class safety. Maiden,
ducted too often. Most companies conduct a survey MA: Wiley Intersdence Inc.
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It is doubtful that safety management processes
can be selected as leading indicators for which
directly related incident trends can be developed
and statistical predictions made of the incident expe
rience in the future. Note also that the system devel
oped and used by economists does not result in
accurate predictions for the future. Are SH&E pro
fessionals that much more sophisticated that they
can choose and trend leading indicators and make
more accurate predictions with respect to reductions
or increases in incident frequency and severity?

Questions About Accuracy in Selection
In a conference slide presentation, Marlowe and

Skrabak (2007) suggest that SH&E professionals
have not yet arrived at the level of sophistication
suggested. They pose two questions:

1) How do you know that a leading indicator
means anything?

• I n f e r e n c e
• F a i t h

2) How can 1 find out?
•Patience (On the slide, Marlowe and Skrabak

show an image of hands clasped in prayer.)
Marlowe and Skrabak (2007) imply that the selec

tion of leading indicators is largely judgmental and
only time will tell whether the indicators selected are
the right ones. It seems logical to suggest that the
leading indicators selected should relate directly to
opportunities to reduce risk by improving those safe
ty management processes that analysis indicates need
improvement, on a prioritized basis. As Berra (1998)
appropriately notes, "Making predictions is hard,
especially when they are about the future."

Toellner (2001) similarly implies that die state of
the art for selecting leading indicators in safety may
not be at a high level. Toellner discusses a major con
struction project in which the management team
used leading indicators, and for which the progres
sion for incident experience was commendable.
Indicators selected were toolbox safety meetings
held at the beginning of each shift; housekeeping;
barricade performance for elevated areas; and man
agement walking around to show leadership and
commitment. Injury reduction was notable.

However, Toellner says, "one can debate how
much of this improvement is directly linked to use of
leading indicators. The management team and
workers had a desire to improve and likely would
have shown improvement without the process."

In safety-related literature, the most commonly
identified lagging indicators are accidents and cost
trends, and sometimes near misses. Definitions of
lagging indicators in the economics field say they are
measures of changes that occur "only after the econ
omy has changed." That is an important premise. It
implies that lagging indicators trail and are moved
by earlier economic changes. Statistically predicting
upward or downward movement in accident trends
and costs and relating them specifically to revisions
that occur in safety management processes would be
d i f fi c u l t .

T h e B a l a n c e d S c o r e c a r d
In March 2007, ASSE held a symposium on meas

uring safety performance. Speakers discussed score-
cards, dashboards and other reporting systems. All
of these systems contain data advising management
on whether performance goals with respect to safety
management processes are being met.

Gerald Turner, P.E., CMC, senior associate at The
Balanced Scorecard Institute, was a ke5mote speaker
at that symposium. His speech about using the bal
anced scorecard to achieve safety and health per
formance excellence was based largely on books
written by Robert Kaplan and David Norton.

One of those books. The Balanced Scorecard:
Translating Strategy Into Action, published in 1996,
was an early treatise on how applying both leading
and lagging indicators could be significant in achiev
ing management goals. Many companies have
adopted a version of the balanced scorecard or a
comparable system, and that has brought some
SH&E professionals into the process.

The name of the process itself reflects, among
other things, the need for a balance between the use
of lagging and leading indicators. In the balanced
scorecard approach, a business unit's mission and
strategy are translated into tangible, measureable
objectives. A balance is to be maintained between the
outcome measures, the results from past efforts (the
lagging indicators) and the measures that drive
future performance (the leading indicators.)
Operational processes are selected for emphasis
"that are most critical for achieving breaktluough
performance" (Kaplan & Norton, 1996).

For the practice of safety, this implies that the crit
ical processes can be, and have been, identified and
that statistical indicators for breakthrough perform
ance c^ be developed. This idea, focusing on the
processes most critical with respect to hazards and
the risks that derive from them, would enhance the
effectiveness of a safety management system.

Safety practitioners who write about leading and
lagging indicators seldom indicate that they have
identified and focused on critical operational
processes. Nor do they incorporate statistical
progress measures in their systems. It would be
good safety management if the so-called leading
indicators selected monitor the effect iveness of con
trol systems that are "most critical for achieving
breakthrough performance."

O n I n c i d e n t D a t a
In his speech. Turner recognized the "common

challenges" encountered in applying leading indica
tors in ffie practice of safety. He spoke of the concep
tual problems since measuring the effects of the
selected tactics may be difficult. Turner observed
that since there are multiple causal factors for most
accidents, choosing the relative leading indicators,
the issues for which improvements are to be made in
safety management processes, becomes complex.

As noted, the most commonly identified lagging
indicators are accidents and cost trends, and some-

A b s t r a c t : T t ) e t e r m s

leading Indicators and
lagging Indicators are
common in safety liter
ature, but information
on their origins, defini
tions and use is rare.

This raises the question
of whether they are
applicable in the prac
tice of safety. A review
o f t h e l i t e r a t u r e

prompts additional
questions: Can a sound
conceptual base be
established that sup
ports the use of leading
and lagging indicators
in the practice of safe
ty? Does use of the
terms add subs tance
a n d v a l u e t o t h e w o r k

of SH&E professionals?
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times near misses. It is commonly stated in the litera- could be measured by incidence of defects, say
ture that lagging indicators provide rearview mirror parts-per-million defect rates [among others],
data, have a low level of confidence in predicting per- as measured by customers,
form ĉe, and are inadequate as measures of the if accidents are lagging indicators, are quaUtyeffectiveness of safety managem t̂ processes. defects per units produced not also lagging indica-

Haying low-incidence and lost-workday case tors? Hopkins (2007) examines process safety indica-rates does not give assurance that a supenor safety ,0̂  and he questions what lagging indicators lag
management system is in pUce, parhcularly with behind the relative safety literature, accidents ail
respect to preventing low probabiUty/seriousconse- often referred to as "after-the-fact" events that lag
quence events. But, a signifiĉ t opportumty is behind the management decisions that impact the
missed if incidents are not analyzed to determine safety management system. Is it not also true that
their causal factors and, thus, identify some signifi- implementation of chosen leading indicators lags
cant shortcomings in safety management processes, behind those same decisions?

Analyses of incident investigation reports that î  his important work on understanding the use
identify causal factors ĉ  provide meaningful infor- ̂ f the terms leading and lagging indicators, Hopkinsmation on inadequacies in safety management (2007) comments on two reports in which iiiese indi-
processes and in selecting and prioritizing the cators are discussed:
processes, the leading indicators, for which im- Baher Report (Report of the BP U.S.
provement should be made. If interventions ̂ ô n Refineries Independent Safety Review Panel), whichdo not relate to those inadequacies, the selection was developed after a 2005 catastrophe at a BP loca-
methods are questionable and tiie interventions may hi Texas City, TX;
be ^directed. , ,, •Developing Process Safety Indicators, a report

During a speech at a safety conference hosted by of fhe U.K. Health and Safety Executive,the Association for Iron and Steel Technology in Hopkins observes that the distinction between
October 2008, Don Daily, president of Gallatin Steel, leading and lagging indicators in those documents is
discussed the use of incident analysis data. difficult to establish and that whether the subjects

Why is it important to conduct thorough acci- selected are called leading or lagging indicators is
dent/incident investigations? You can learn essentially irrelevant. Hopkins makes the case con-
from accidents and incidents. Injuries are "lag- vindngly that "there are circumstances in which so-
ging" indicators, in that they already hap- called lag indicators are perfectly good indicators of
pened. However, if we consider them in terms l̂ ow well safety is being managed, and circum-
of the probability of similar future incidents stances in which they are not." He concludes:
and use what we learn from them to change I bave examined the meaning of the terms
our processes, then we are treating them as "leading" and "lagging" in two recent influen-
leading indicators.' bal publications and found that they are not

These are astute observations. Injuries are so- "sed with any consistency. Nor do 1 think
called lagging indicators, and changes in processes there is much point in tiying to pin down a
deriving from knowledge of their occurrence are so- precise meaning since in different contextscalled leading indicators. SH&E professionals should these terms are used to draw attention to dif-
give Daily's comments serious thought. But does the ferent things. Whether they be described as ause of the terms leading and lagging significantly O'" ̂  ̂  ultimately of little consequence,
affect the decision making to eliminate or reduce an e-mail exchange, Hopkins indicates that his
risks? Or are the terms unnecessary embellishments? -paper has prompted a vigorous debate." That is not

surprising. It can be expected that SH&E profession-Lack of Clarity in Term Usage als who are deep into leading and lagging indicators
In the literature, the selections for leading and will resist criticism of their systems and will also be

lagging indicators can be baffling. For example, in resistant to change. As an indication of the possible
the definitions cited earlier, the trending for "unem- impact of its message, Selders wrote after a review of
plô ent insurance claims" is a leading indicator Hopkins'paper, "It is a great discussion and gets onewhile trending in the "unemployrnent rate" is a lag- to think about leading/lagging indicators. What is
ging indicator. That is a bit confusing. one person's lagging indicator may be another's

Kaplan and Norton (1996) provide another indi- leading indicator."
cation of the lack of clarity in term usage. Eckhardt (2002) also ejqjresses concerns about the

For certain industries, regions or market seg- practicality of usmg leading mdicators as predictors
ments, excellent quality may still offer op- difficulty in determinmg what is or is not a
portunities for companies to distinguish leading indicator.
themselves from their competitors. In this As in any attempt to determine an accurate
case, customer-perceived quality measures method of measurement for a complex subject,
would be highly appropriate to include in the the science of measuring safety is to a signifi-
Balanced Scorecard's customer perspective. cant extent an art due to the considerable
Quality measures for manufactured goods guesswork involved. Because so many vari-
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ables in the workplace affect the accident rate,
the main problem in using leading indicators
is that an accurate forecast is not easily deter
mined. For example, changes in management
commitment, financial pressures, overtime
hours, quality and levels of training, layoffs
and/or the number of new hires, equipment
changes, variations in levels of maintenance,
ad inhnitum affect the accident experience.
With the behavioral movement, many compa
nies began measuring safety by recording the
n u m b e r o f o b s e r v a t i o n s o f u n s a f e b e h a v i o r
noted during behavioral reviews. Proponents
of this system argued that because the indica
tor was not based on actual injuries, it was a
m o r e e f f e c t i v e m e a n s o f m e a s u r e m e n t . T h e
fact remains: recordings and documentation
within the system occur following observation
of the re levant behav io r. Behav io ra l observa
tions, therefore, are also trailing indicators.
Questions about definitions and applicability of

leading and lagging indicators in the practice of safe
ty are valid. Has the profession created definitions that
are not soundly based, definitions that wiU not with
stand inquiry as to origin, substance and application?

Adding to the Confusion
Assume that an analysis of incidents which have

resulted in harm or damage, and of near misses,
shows a continumg deterioration in an operation's
mechanical integrity. The substance of the analysis
becomes a leading indicator in that it is predictive
since it informs management that the risk has
increased, meaning that the probability of a hazard-
related incident or exposure occurring that could
result in serious harm or damage has increased.
Therefore, although an analysis of the lagging indi
cators—trending of incidents and near misses—canbe a leading indicator, the incidents and near misses
are called lagging indicators. At some point, is it not
appropriate to suggest that this differentiation
becomes gibberish?

In the practice of safety, are some leading indicators
derivatives of other actions and, therefore, trailing
indicators? Assume that the preventive maintenance
system to maintain the mechanical integrity of a pro
cess deteriorates. The deterioration more than likely is
an effect from some causal factor, such as a budget cut
that reduced the maintenance staff. The deterioration
is a lagging indicator, an outcome that lags behind the
decision to reduce staff. But, the deterioration is also a
leading indicator in that it may be predictive of an
increase in risk.

Cause & Effect Relationships
Kaplan and Norton (1996) make much of estab

lishing cause-and-effect relationships and testing the
hypothesis on which the leading indicators are
based. They say that "the scorecard should be based
on a series of cause-and-effect relationships derived
from the strategy. Periodic reviews and performance
monitoring can take the form of hypothesis testing."

(Hypothesis: theory, premise, proposition, assump
tion. Strategy: plan of action, tactic, method.)

In that context, the expected outcome of the
application of a leading indicator would be identi
fied and declared, and in an appropriate time, it
would be subjected to a cause-and-effect test. For
example, assume that $1 million is to be spent on TTnina^^f if
defined sales promotion initiatives and the goal is to '
increase sales by $20 million. At a later date, the fjfugf
hypothesis test would determine whether the
numerical goal for increased sales was reached. If f^rnofiizpd
not, the premises on which the expenditure propos- d
al was based could be called into question due to a ftinf if Vc
lack of a cause-and-effect relationship.

In the practice of safety, the leading indicators difficult fof
chosen would be the safety management processes J
to be improved so that risl« and incident frequency QJJ&E
and severity are reduced by a specified amount.
However, it must be recognized that it is difficult for tirnfpQQi nt1 a\
SH&E professionals to establish numerical cause- « '
and-effect relationships directly related to the lead- fQ pcfnhlich
ing indicators chosen. Those relationships areseldom found in the literature. Haight and Thomas tlU'WlPYim 1
(2003) comment on their absence:

Most of the literature [referring to leading C(tUSB~ and-
indicators] does not contain mathematically or
scientifically supported evidence that shows a cffcct TBlCL"
quantitative relationship between the "indica-tors" and prevention of accidents. tionships
Safety professionals delude themselves if they j.

presume that they can be close to accurate in making UtTBCtlynumerical predictions of the outcomes that are to I + J +
result from management giving particular direction TBlUtBU tO
t o t h e s e l e c t e d l e a d i n g i n d i c a t o r s . , * «triB iBudtng
A n I n f o r m a t i v e P u b l i c a t i o n • j • <
on Leading & Lagging Indicators tflutCUtOYS

Particular attention is given here to a publication -
that gives specifically related guidance on determin- CHOSBtl»
ing and applying leading and lagging indicators in
the practice of safety: Process Safety Leading and
Lagging Metrics, published by the Center for Chemi
cal Process Safety (2007).

Three types of process safety performance metrics
are described and the text on their selection and appli
cation is extensive. The metrics are lagging metrics,
leading metrics, and near miss and other internal lag
ging metrics. The metrics pertain only to chemical
process incidents and near misses, to the exclusion of
types of incidents that are not process related.

The leading process safety metrics to be given
particular attention "were selected based upon the
experience of the organizations represented in the
workgroup." They are:

•maintenance of mechanical integrity;
•action items follow-up;
•management of change;
•process safety training and competency (and

training competency assessment).
In the history of the chemical and petroleum

industries, causal factors for major events have often
related to inadequacies in these four management
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processes and it is understandable that the study
group that produced the document chose them as
ftxnis points. But, the text also says:

Companies should identify which of these
components are most important for ensuring
the safety of their facilities, and should select

SttlCC the the most meaningful leading metrics from the
examples [above], and where significant per-

SH&E formance improvement potentially exists.
Other leading metrics may be defined as well

rofesstonals if appucabie.
imri-in-M Vc fn ThuS/ the point is that interventions selectedUflCTtOTl tS to should be most meaningful and have potential to
(TtTiP rnim qpI performance. The text implies that an audit^Ve counsel performed to measure trends with respect to the

fn nrVtioiiP management systems and other leading indicate/ UCntCVC i-Qj-s which may be chosen. It is also implied that per-
nrrpvtfnhlp formance standards are in place against whichUCCCptUU IC auditors can make evaluations. No reference is made

'IqIc IpiipIq if to numerical predictions of future performance.7SIC leVClSf IT publication contains a separate section on
5 not advan- reporting and other lagging metrics:

Since a near miss is an actual event or discov-

tasieous to ery of a potentially unsafe situation, this met-" r i c c o u l d b e d e fi n e d a s a " l a g g i n g " m e t r i c . A

confound large number or increasing trend in such• ' e v e n t s c o u l d b e v i e w e d a s a n i n d i c a t o r o f a

discussions Wgher potential for a more significant event;
therefore, many comparues use near miss met-

of risk with rics as a surrogate for a "leading" metric.
, A n e a r m i s s i s d e s c r i b e d a s " a n u n d e s i r e d e v e n t

vague, tnteY~ that under slightly different circumstances could
J, have resulted in harm to people, damage to property,tneat avy equipment or environment or loss of process." Trend

data showing increases in near misses (lagging indi-
tertnS* cators) "could be viewed as an indicator of a higher

potential for a more significant event" and, thus, be
considered a surrogate for a leading indicator.

A surrogate is a substitute, replacement, proxy,
stand-in or deputy. Companies that use near-miss
metrics as a surrogate for a leading metric are aware
that tracking near-miss trends can produce "a for
ward looking set of metrics which indicate the per
formance of the key work processes, operating
discipline, or layers of protection that prevent inci
dents." That quote is the definition of a leading indi
cator in Process Safety Leading and Lagging Metrics.
Thus, metrics on lagging indicators, near misses in
this instance, also can be leading indicators.

If metrics that track near misses can be classified
as leading indicators, it is not feasible to conclude
that metrics tracking accidents also can be classed as
leading indicators?

Are the Terms Leading
& Lagging Indicators Needed?

Whether die terms leading and lagging indicators
add value in the practice of safety is questionable.
Consider these two examples from the literature.

Russell (2007) discusses the use of metrics, focus
ing on a "loss cost" sequence. In his 18-page paper,
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the terms lagging and leading indicators appear in
the introduction, in two figures and in the conclu
sion; they do not appear el̂ where in the text. Use of
the terms would not have added va lue to the sub
stance of the paper.

Russell appropriately says that "it is important to
assess, diagnose, research and study the evidence in
order to predict and prescribe effective safety inter
ventions." He stresses deciding on interventions that
will reduce risks, choosing the right interventions,
the need to have a risk assessment process in place,
and testing the hypothesis on which interventions
are based through subsequent analysis.

Parameshwaran, Haî t, Del Castillo, et al. (2004)
examine intervention e&ctiveness research, focus
ing on understanding and optimizing industrial
safety programs using leading indicators. This work
gives substance to the validity of questioning
whether the terms leading and lagging indicators
are needed and whether they add vdue to or detract
from the legitimacy of the practice of safety. The
term leading indicators appears in the title and
abstract of tibiis research article, but nowhere else.
The terms were not needed in the discussion of how
intervention effectiveness was analyzed.

An Appropriate Course of Action
Fimdamentally, the language of safety practitioners

should focus on hazard identification and analyzing
the risks associated with those hazards, followed by
giving prioritized counsel on improving safety-related
management issues to achieve acceptaWe risk levels.

To better understand the management issues to
be addressed, ANSI/AIHA ZlO-2005, Occupational
Health and Safety Management Systems, gives
sound guidance.

The planning process goal is to identify and
prioritize occupational health and safety man
agement issues (defined as hazards, risks,
management system deficiencies, and oppor
tunities for improvement) and to establish
objectives that offer the greatest opportunities
for occupational health and safety manage
ment system improvements and risk reduc
tion consistent with the organization's
occupational health and safety policy.
Some of those management issues become appar

ent in the incident investigation and analysis
processes. On a broader base, note that the focus
commences with identifying and analyzing hazards
and assessing the associated risks, then moves into a
determination of the management system deficien
cies that allow them to exist. Improvement actions
decided on would be those that offer the greatest
opportunity for risk reduction. That cannot be doneif an organization's risks have not been analyzed
and prioritized. In that process, analyses of incident
experience can provide valuable information.

The Primary Goal
This author presents a premise as applicable to the

work of all personnel who give advice to avoid



injuries and illnesses and property and environmen
tal damage. "The entirety of purpose of those respon
sible for safety, regardless of their titles, is to identify,
evaluate, and eliiniriate or control hazards so that the
risks deriving from those hazards are acceptable."

Thus, a definition of acceptable risk is needed. A
sound, workable definition must encompass haz
ards, risks, probability, severity and economic con
siderations. The following definition also makes
clear that a risk level as low as reasonably practica
ble must be tolerable.

Acceptable risk is that risk for which the prob
ability of a hazard-related incident or exposure
occurring and the severity of harm or damage
that may result are as low as reasonably prac
ticable, and tolerable in the situation being
c o n s i d e r e d .

This definition incorporates ihe concept of ALARP,
or as low as reasonably practicable. ALARP is that level of
risk which can be further lowered only by an incre
ment in resource expenditure that is disproportionate
in relation to the resulting decrement of risk.

Communicating on Risk Levels Effectively
In communicating with decision makers on risk

levels and proposed interventions in safety manage
ment systems, a risk assessment matrix should be
used. A matrix provides methods to categorize com
binations of probability of occurrence and severity of
harm, thus establishing risk levels. It provides a base
from which to determine die extent of the risk reduc
tion to be achieved from the actions taken on the haz
ard/risk recommendations being considered.

Also, a risk matrix can be used to compare and
prioritize risks, and to effectively allocate mitigation
resources. Literature on risk assessment matrices, of
which there are many models, is abundant. The
example given here was developed by the author
(Table 1). It should be noted that the numbers pre
sented are arrived at judgmentally and are qualita
tive. They are not quantitative. The numbers are
significant only in relation to each other.

C o n c l u s i o n
This author's premise is that using the terms

leading and lagging indicators does not add value to
the practice of safety. Definitions and use of the
terms, as in safety-related literature, are not compat
ible with the defWtions in their place of origin, the
field of economics, from which they have been
adopted, without also adopting the discipline of
their use in that field. It is doubtftil that safety man
agement processes can be selected as leading indica
tors for which trends can be measvued and statistical

predictions made about the future accident experi
ence. It seems that a leading indicator is significant
only as it relates to increasing or decreasing risk.

Since the SH&E professional's function is to give
counsel to achieve acceptable risk levels, it is not
advantageous to confound discussions of risk with
vague, intermediary terms. SH&E professionals
should understand fiiat i t is aU about r isk. The writ-

T^ble 1
R i s k A s s e s s m e n f M a t r i x

Occurrence probability and values
Severity levels Unlikely I Seldom Occasional j Likely I Frequent
a n d v a l u e s fl l f 2 ) f 3 1 f 4 ) f S l
C a t a s t r o p h i c ( 5 ) 5 1 0 1 5 2 0 2 5
C r i t i c a l ( 4 ) 4 8 1 2 1 6 2 0
M a r g i n a l ( 3 ) 3 6 9 1 2 1 5
N e g l i g i b l e ( 2 ) 2 4 6 8 1 0
Insignijf i fcant (l) 1 ■ ,., '2'- ' - -:..:-:3 ; ■ . -4- - '■ 5-
Very high risk: > 14; high risk: 9-14; moderate risk: 4-8; low risk: < 4

Nbtei it should he noted titat the numbers presented are arrived at judgmentally and
are qmlitative. They are not quantitative, Tlw numbers are signijkant only in rda-
tion id each other.

ers of ANSI/AIHA ZlO-2005 did a good job in out
lining sound problem-solving and resolution meth
ods for improvement in occupational safety
management processes. Why subordinate a sound
strategy with unnecessary and hollow terminology
that diverts attention from good occupational risk
management? ■
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Safety Management

People or Systems?
To blame is human. The fix is to engineer.

By Richard J. Holden

Ma lecture in a safety and human assignment of accident causality (and sometimesce course, students were told about the dis- blame) to the actions and dispositions of humans,
jtween the person-centered and systems- This article first makes a case about the tendency

centered approaches to managing safety (Reason, to attribute causality and blame to person factors.
2000; Woods & Cook, 1999). This was to be a simple, if This tendency has been well described by psycholo-
mindset-changing, lesson on eschewing the person- gists who study causal attribution theory (Harvey &
focused approach of blame, punishment and empty Martinko, 2009; Malle, Knobe & Nelson, 2007). The
intonations to be safe. Instead, students were encour- tendency may also apply to managers, industry
aged to view safety as the emergent product of a com- practitioners, official investigators and legislators
plex sodotechnical system. The implication is that who deal with safety on a daUy basis, and some evi-
changes in safety can only come about through dence is presented to support that contention,
changes that address not only people, but also die Further, the trend of focusing on intentional safety
many system components with which people interact, protcxrol violations and how it may be a pitfall if it

To illustrate the point, the students are told about a simply reinforces the person-centered approach is
Focxi and Drug Administration (FDA) recall of a med- discussed. Finally, the numerous implications of
ication infusion device whose mechanical compo- fcKusing on person factors are discussed. The main
nents were contributing to medication overdoses implication is that person-centered tendencies
(sidebar, p. 35). FDA recalled only those devices not engender ineffective person-centered solutions:
yet installed. For those devices that remained, the [A]ssociated countermeasures are directedsolution was to train nurses to essentiaUy "be safer" ĵ ainly at reducing unwanted variability in
and to place warning labels on the devices. human behavior. These methods include

The lecturer expected this would be a convincing poster campaigns that appeal to people's sense
lesson on the absurdity of fixing a hu -̂device fgar, writing another procedure (or adding
interface problem by focusing on anythmg except ̂  existing ones), disciplinary measures, threatthat interface. But a student raised ̂  imexpected Qf litigation, retraining, naming, blaming and
objection: Yes, I see how the manufacturer could shaming (Reason, 2000, p. 768).
make its product fool-proof, but it's the user's
responsibility to not be a fool in the first place." How Fundamental?
Another s tudent agreed. Ross (1977) found the person-centered approach

This recalls common assertions that accidents are to be so ubiquitous in society that he called it the
largely the fault of humans. In fact, in the first half of fundamental attribution error. Researchers of the
the 20th century, some estimated that 88% of acci- phenomena have found that when people observe
dents were caused by the unsafe acts of workers an action or outcome, they tend to attribute its cause
(Heinrich, Petersen & Roos, 1980). [Author's note: A to the actor's internal or dispositional traits, even in
systems-centered approach need not suspend indi- the face of overwhelming evidence that the action
vidual responsibility (in this case trained and was caused by the situational context,
licensed professionals), but it is unlikely that the For example, a worker who slip>s on a wet work
overdoses were due to foolishness or a lack of surface may be said by observers to have fallen due to
responsibility, as the student implied. The student clumsiness, carelessness or inattention. Other find-
ened in presuming that mistakes were being caused ings from research on causal attributions (Fiske &

primarily and deliberately by humans.] Taylor, 1991) suggest that individuals 1) attribute theRichard J. Holden, M.S., is an These person-centered views are not cause of action to external factors if ̂ ey were the
associate lecturer and National limited to student protestations. These ones who performed the action, but to internal factors
institutes of Health predoctorai views may even be a psychological ten- if they witnessed others performing it (the actor-

fellow/trainee at the University of dency and an industry norm, despite observer bias); 2) attribute others' failures to internal
\Msconsin-Madison. He earned a B.S. teachings to the contrary. Psychological factors but their own failures to external factors, and

and an M.S. in Psychology, and an M.S. evidence about typical human behavior the reverse for successes (the self-serving bias); and
in Industrial and Systems Engineering, and a critical assessment of how acci- 3) make inferences about a person's character (e.g.,

from the University of Wisconsin- dents are handled in the modem world dumb, motivated, risky) based on the actor's
Madison. Holden is a student member suggest that there is something funda- observed actions, even when those actions are con-

of ASSE's Wisconsin Chapter, mental, perhaps universal, about the strained by extemal factors (the correspondence bias).
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